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Year 7
England pre 

1066
Norman conquest of 

England Castles 
Significant Events in 

Medieval England Tudor Reign            Significant Events of the 17th Century Reign of Charles II The Industrial Revolution American West
Pupils will know:
•        How England was invaded by the Normans
•        How William the Conqueror controlled England
•        How the Black Death and Peasants Revolt affected England 
Pupils will be able to:
•Describe how England changed under the Norman conquest 
•Assess the significance of key events such as The Black Death and Peasants Revolt and evaluate their 
impact on Medieval England
•Develop key historical skills such as chronology, source analysis and debating significance 

Pupils will know:
•  How the Tudors came to power
•  How the Reformation changed religion in England forever
•  How  Elizabeth became the most successful Tudor monarch
Pupils will be able to:
• Explain how and why the Reformation happened
• Compare and contrast attitudes and actions of the Tudor Dynasty
• Assess the impact of Elizabeth I and her Golden Age

Pupils will know:
•        How King James I was targeted in a religious plot
•        How England was devastated by the Great Plague                                                                                                                                                            •        How  a fire in a bakery led to the destruction of London
Pupils will be able to:
• Assess the reasons that the Gunpowder Plot failed
• Explain how and why the Great Plague of 1665 had such an impact
• Describe the impact of the Great Fire of London

Pupils will know:
- how industry changed in Britain between 1750 and 1850;
- how difficult life in industrial towns and factories was for the poor;
- how Britain's empire expanded overseas under Queen Victoria.
Pupils will be able to :
- Explain the reasons for the Industrial Revolution;
- Analyse a source and make an inference from it;
- Assess the main reasons for high crime rates in Industrial Britain.

Pupils will know:
•        How the white settlers reacted to the Plains Indians when the arrived in America
•        How the life of a cowboy was challenging
•        How  the discovery of Gold led to mass migration
Pupils will be able to:
• Compare and contrast the beliefs and way of life of the Plains Indians to the white settlers
• Explain the life of a cowboy in the American West 
• Describe the impact of the discovery of Gold in California 

Year 8 Slavery in the New World Civil Rights in the USA The First World War Rise of Hitler The Holocaust World War Two
Pupils will know:
•        What the Transatlantic Slave Trade was 
•        How black people were discriminated against
•        What the Civil Rights Movement was
Pupils will be able to:
•        Explain how the lives of black people have changed in America.
•        Explain the impact of segregation and the Jim Crow Laws                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
•        Explain the impact of violent and nonviolent protests.

Pupils will know:
•How 'MAIN' explains why war broke out in 1918
•How trench warfare developed and the impact of conscription
•How the war came to an end and who was to blame
Pupils will be able to:
• Explain how alliances and power struggles led to the breakout of the Great War
• Use evidence to understand the conditions in the trenches and the impact of propaganda
• Assess how and why the war came to an end and who was to blame

Pupils will know:
•        How Adolf Hitler rose to power and became the leader of the Nazi Party
•        How Hitler consolidated power and became the Fuhrer of Nazi Germany
•        How Hitler led Germany to war and examine his motives
Pupils will be able to:
• Explain how Hitler used the Treaty of Versailles to gain support
• Use evidence to explain the steps Hitler took to become the Fuhrer
• Assess how and why Hitler took Europe to war 

Pupils will know:
•        How 
•        How 
•        How 
Pupils will be able to:
• Describe how persecution of the Jews escalated after 1933
• Explain the conditions in the ghetto and concentration camps
• Use sources to gain an understanding of how the camps were liberated and the impact it had oon troops and those who had survived 

Pupils will know:
•        How Neville Chamberlain dealt with the threat of war
•        How technology impacted on tactics and weapons
•        How the allies secured victory in Europe
Pupils will be able to:
• Describe how the policy of Appeasement failed to prevent war
• Assess the impact of technology on war...examining battles and tactics
• Explain how the war came to an end and the impact of VE Day 

Year 9

Britain and Empire

Cold War Medieval and Renaissance  Medicine Renaissance and Modern Medicine Case Study: Medicine on the Western Front

Pupils will know:
•        How Britain became an Empire 
•        What impact the Empire had on its people
•        How Britain lost its Empire 
Pupils will be able to:
•Explain how the British control of India was similar to that of America. 
•Explain how the British reacted to the increase of Irish immigrants in the 1800s. 

Pupils will know:
•        How post war relationships broke down due to ideologies 
•        How the USAs policy of containment impacted on USA/USSR relations
•        How the USA underestimated the VC
Pupils will be able to:
• Compare and contrast the ideologies of Capitalism and Communism countries
• Assess the impact of the Cold War on other countries
• Explain why the USA failed in Vietnam

Pupils will know:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     How people believed illness was caused and how this impacted on treatment ;
- How the different approaches to treatment and prevention of illness in the Medieval/Renaissance periods;
- How the ideas behind treatment and prevention of illness had changed by 1700
Pupils will be able to:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                :- Explain causes, treatment and prevention of the period of study
- Assess the impact of key individuals; 
- Evaluate  the extent of change and continuity in the care and treatment of the sick;

Pupils will know:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     How people believed illness was caused and how this impacted on treatment ;
- How the different approaches to treatment and prevention of illness in the Industrial/ Modern periods;
- How the ideas behind treatment and prevention of illness had changed by 1900
Pupils will be able to:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                :- Explain causes, treatment and prevention of the period of study
- Assess the impact of key individuals; 
- Evaluate  the extent of change and continuity in the care and treatment of the sick;

Pupils will know:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     How methods of treatment developed due to the conditions on the Western Front ;
- How technology developed in the treatment of new injuries caused by the war;
- How the ideas behind treatment impacted on the war.
Pupils will be able to:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                :- Explain the systems of treatment that developed on the Western Front
- Assess the impact of key individuals and technology; 
- Evaluate  the extent of change and continuity in treatment of injuries and illness during the war;

Year 10 Early Civil Rights Movement Impact of the Civil Rights Movement Equality, Legislation and impact of war. Early settlement of the west and the development of the Plains 1835-76 Development of the Plains, conflict and conquest 1862-1895 Exam revision-Medicine through time 

Pupils will know:
•Why the Civil Rights Movement (CRM) kick started after WW2
•What organisations were apart of the CRM
•How significant events made or hindered progress
Pupils will be able to:
•Explain why progress was made or hindered in the 1950/60's
•Recall organisations and individuals involved
•Analyse sources and interpretations to reach an evaluated judgement

Pupils will know:
•        How the Civil Rights Movement campaigned for equality  1950-75
•        How successful the movement was and the challenges it faced
•        How the US became involved in the Vietnam War from 1954-75
Pupils will be able to:
•Make informed inferences from written and visual sources
•Evaluate how much progress had been achieved by the CRM by 1976
•Develop an argument to justify the USA's increased presence in Vietnam

Pupils will know:
•The Native Indians, their culture, beliefs and lifestyle
•Early migration west on the Plains 
•The significance of the Gold Rush

•Pupils will be able to:
•Describe the lifestyle of the Native Indians 
•Explain why American settlers moved west 
•Evaluate the significance of the Gold Rush for the development of the West

Pupils will know: 
•How the railways transformed the West 
•The growth and decline of the cattle industry 
•Increased conflict between Natives and Americans and the consequences of the conflicts

Pupils will be able to:
•Describe the impact of the railways on developing the West
•Explain how the cattle industry grew using case studies on individuals 
•Evaluate the consequences of the conflict between Natives and Americans 

Pupils will know:   
•The developments made in medicine during the Ancient and Medieval worlds
•How religion impacted the progression of religion during the Medieval Period
•Why was there progress made in medicine during the Renaissance

Pupils will be able to:
•Describe causes, treatments and preventions used in the Ancient and Medieval Periods
•Explain how and why Religion led to progress hindered in Medicine during the Medieval period
•Evaluate how much progress was made in medicine during the Renaissance 

Year 11 

Problems Elizabeth faced 1558-1588

Elizabethan society in the Age of Exploration 1558-88 Exam revision-Civil Rights & Vietnam Exam revision- American West & Elizabeth (section one) Exam revision- Elizabeth (section two) 
Pupils will know:
• What challenges Elizabeth faced when she came to to throne in 1558
•What impact Elizabeth's Religious settlement had on England
•How Elizabeth's foreign policy created conflict with Spain

Pupils will be able to:
• Explain how Elizabeth dealt with the challenges she faced during her reign                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           • Explain how religious unrest plagued Elizabeth and how she dealt with it                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      • Explain how conflict with Spain resulted in war

Pupils will know:
• Why was there a rise in poverty under Elizabeth's rule
•What leisure activities were available to Elizabethans
•Why did the English establish colonies in the New World 

Pupils will be able to:
•Explain why poverty increased under Elizabeth's rule
•Describe what leisure activities were associated with each class
•Evaluate which factor was the most significant in the establishment of colonies under Elizabeth's rule

Pupils will know:
•What major civil rights events took place between 1954-65 
•Why was there progress made and hindered in the Civil Rights Movement
•Why did America fail in the Vietnam War 1964-75

Pupils will be able to: 
•Describe the events of the Civil Rights Movement between 1954-65
•Evaluate whether progress was made or hindered 
•Explain why America failed to win the war in Vietnam 

Pupils will know:
•What was Native Indian culture like
•Why were American settlers successful in their development of the West
•What problems did Elizabeth face as Queen both foreign and domestic

Pupils will be able to:
•Describe what Native culture, society and warfare was like
•Explain how white American settlers developed the West 
•Evaluate how significant the threats were to Elizabeth's reign 

Pupils will know: 
•Why did relations with Spain break down under Elizabeth's reign
•The events of the Spanish Armada 1588
•Elizabethan society and culture

Pupils will be able to:
•Explain why relations broke down between Elizabeth and Spain
•Describe the events of the Spanish Armada in 1588
•Evaluate the impacts of poverty, education and leisure in Elizabethan lifestyle

Year 12 (Spain)

Creation and destabilization of the Second Spanish Republic 

The Spanish Civil War 1936-39 Establishing Franco's dictatorship 1938-56 Dictatorship remodelled and the transition to Democracy 1956-78 Exam revision 

Year 12 
(Spain)

Pupils will know:
•What factors led to the creation of the Spanish Second Republic 
•What factors led to the division and destabilization of the Second Republic 
•Why there was a military coup in 1936 

Pupils will be able to:
•Explain what was the most important factor in the creation of the Second Republic 
•Evaluate whether the Second Republic enjoyed more successes than failures between 1931-33
•Analyse sources to assess utility

Pupils will know:
•The extent of the impact of the Civil War on Spain 1936-39
•How the course of the Civil War included major campaigns and examine the role played by France.
•How the Nationalists secured overall victory
Pupils will be able to:
•Analyse the impact of Nationalist and Republican leadership and the geographical division of the country
•Evaluate sources to show the significance of the international response to the Spanish Civil War
•Develop skill set to answer A level exam style questions

Pupils will know: 
•The establishment and survival of a Fascist state under Franco 
•How Franco controlled Spanish society 
•The successes and failures of the new Spanish economy 

Pupils will be able to:
•Explain how Franco authorised control over the Nationalist zone and later Spain 
•Evaluate the impact of political terror, censorship, the role of the church and propaganda had on assesserting Franco's rule.
•Judge whether Franco was successful in improving the Spanish economy after the war

Pupils will know: 
•The economic and social changes Spain undergone from 1956-78
•Political developments within Spain and the rise of challenges to Franco's rule
•Planning and managing the succession of Franco 

Pupils will be able to:
•Describe factors which impacted the growth of the Spanish economy 
•Explain how successful Franco was in responding to threats to his dictatorship
•Evaluate the role of Juan Carlos in the transition to democracy 

Pupils will know: 
•How did political and social instability lead to Civil War in 1936
•Why were the Nationalists successful in the Civil War
•How did Franco successfully establish a dictatorship 

Pupils will be able to: 
•Explain why there was political division in Spain prior to the Civil War
•Evaluate the most significant factor in the Nationalist victory in the Civil War
•Judge how successful Franco was in establishing a dictatorship after the Civil War

Year 12 
(Germany) Weimar Germany Nazi Germany Nazi Germany 1939-45 Federal Republic of Germany Hitler's Foreign Policy

Pupils will know:
•What factors led to the creation of the Weimar Republic
•Who opposed/supported the Weimar and why
•The impact of social reform by 1933

Pupils will be able to:
•Explain the impact of the failures of WW1 and how that led to the birth of the Republic
•Evaluate the impact of opposition to the Republic and how much support it had
•Analyse how much life changed for women, children and minorities by 1933

Pupils will know:
• How the Nazis used terror to establish a dictatorship in Germany 1933-1934
• How the Nazi economic policies affected people in Germany within the years 1933-1939
• How  the Nazis changed education and cultural policies in Germany.
Pupils will be able to:
• complete essays in the style of Section A and Section B style questions;
• Assess the reasons for the establishment of a dictatorship in Germany
• Evaluate how far the role of women changed 1933-1939.

Pupils will know:
• How the Nazis used propaganda and censorship to keep control
• How the Nazi economic policies affected people in Germany 1939-45
• How  the Nazis implemented policies towards education, women and minorities
Pupils will be able to:
• Explain how the Nazis maintained control during the war;
• Assess the reasons for the implementation of the command economy
• Evaluate the impact of Nazi policies on education, women and minorities 1939-45

Pupils will know:
• How the FRG established a new regime
• How the FRGs economic policies affected people in Germany within the years 1945 - 89
• How  the FRG changed education and cultural policies in Germany.
Pupils will be able to:
• Assess how the FRG attempted to reform Germany after the war;
• Assess the reasons for the establishment of a new currency and the impact western influence
• Evaluate the impact of the FRGs policies on education, women and minorities 1933-1939.

Pupils will know:
• How the Nazis used terror to establish a dictatorship in Germany 1933-1934
• How the Nazi economic policies affected people in Germany within the years 1933-1939
• How  the Nazis changed education and cultural policies in Germany.
Pupils will be able to:
• complete essays in the style of Section A and Section B style questions;
• Assess the reasons for the establishment of a dictatorship in Germany
• Evaluate how far the role of women changed 1933-1939.

Year 13
(Tudor)

Topic 1: Changes in governance at the 
centre Topic 2: Gaining the cooperation of the localities Challenging the tudor succession 1485-1499 Agrarian Discontent: Ketts Rebellion: Queen takes queen? The revolt of the Northern Earls 1569=1570 and Tyrone's Rebellion in IrelandExam Revision 

Pupils will know:
• How the Tudor dynasty was established;
• How religion and the reformation affected power and government in England;
• How the Tudors changed the government of England.
Pupils will be able to:
•be able to EXPLAIN the impact of the Wars of the Roses and the Tudor conquest
• be able to ANALYSE the system of government established under the Tudors
•be able to ASSESS the impact of the reformation in England

Pupils will Know:
- How Henry VII secure his throne 
- How Yorkist factions used pretenders such as Lambert Simnel to oppose his rule 
- How the reformation under Henry VIII led to religious discontent and rebellion 

Pupils will be able to:
•        Identify the most significant reason why Henry VII won the Battle of Bosworth
•        Assess how great the threat of the pretenders was 
•        Evaluate whether the act of supremacy was the most significant act in the development of church state relations from 1485 to 1603
•        Recall the causes events and consequences of the Lincolnshire uprising and pilgrimage of grace 

Pupils will Know:
- How social and economic problems under Edward VI led to unrest 
- How the vagrancy act and sheep tax of 1548 triggered rebellion 
- How enclosure commissions proved to be controversial 

Pupils will be able to:
•        Identify the demands of the rebels in the Kett's Rebellion 
•        Assess how great the threat of the Ketts rebellion was 
•        Evaluate whether the leadership of the Ketts Rebellion led to its defeat 
•        Recall the impact of the rebellion and the reasons for its failure 

Pupils will Know:
- how the Northern Earls posed a challenge to Elizabeth and reasons for its failure
- how Mary Queen of Scots had a more legitimate claim to the throne 
- how the Nine Years War had an impact on England

Pupils will be able to:
•        Identify reasons for the Northern Earls Revolt
•        Assess the significance of the Northern Earls revolt and the impact on protestantism and catholicism 
•        Evaluate Mary Queen of Scots claim to the throne 
•        Recall the key events of the nine years war 

Pupils will know: 
• How the Tudor monarchs established control 
• How religion and the reformation affected power and government in England
• How the Tudors changed the government of England in response to rebellion

Pupils will be able to: 
•Explain the events of the wars of the roses
•Evaluate the various methods of control used by the monarchs to control the localities
•Judge how successful rebellions were in destablising the throne

Presidents, activists and Legislation Research, Evidence and Evaluation 
Emancipation, Segregation and the birth of Civil Rights Movement
Pupils will know:
•        How the Emancipation Proclamation impacted upon the lives of African Americans
•        Who were the key figures in the fight for civil rights
•        How Presidents reacted to the African Americans plight
Pupils will be able to:
•Explain the impact of the Civil War on the lives of slaves
•Assess the significance of key individuals in the fight for civil rights
•Evaluate the impact of the Presidency on legislation and key events

Pupils will know:
•        How the civil rights acts of the 1960s impacted on the lives of African Americans
•        How peaceful and violent protest impacted upon the fight for civil rights
•        How key events became turning points for the Civil Rights Movement
Pupils will be able to:
•Compare and contrast the legislation of the 1960s
•Assess the significance of key individuals and their methods
•Explain how key events affected the attitudes of both white and black Americans

Pupils will know:
•        How the to collect evidence from suitable historical works
•        How to apply a success criteria when evaluating historical debate
•        How to structure and submit their 4000 word coursework assignment
Pupils will be able to:
•Compare and contrast historical arguments
•Assess the strength of each view by applying a succinct success criteria
•Evaluate the accuracy and validity of historical debate in completion of their coursework


